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CHAPTER III

SCALES— (a) MODAX, INFLUENCES

It is doubtful if there ever has been a reaUy fixed, stable, and

definite scale. That the art has been, and stiU is worked out

The Three- °^®'' ^^ oscillating threefold basis, of which the

fold Basis constituents are almost as diverse as the colours
of Music.

j.gjj^ blue, and yellow, only adds to its ever-increasing

charm and vitality. This threefold basis is

—

(a) The modal system.

(6) The pure temperament.
(c) The equal temperament.

We have already referred to the tendency of the great

composers at times to modify the diatonic scales in the

direction of some of the modes. The modal influ-

Straltn ^s°
6^ce is as vital to-day as ever, but in a less pure
and subtler way. The chromatic scale, in its turn,

has constantly oscillated between a system of harmony
founded on the pure temperament and one based on the

equal tuning. With many modem composers the capitulation

of the former to the latter is now entire, leaving a twelve-

note system founded on a central Tonic.

It is important to remember that any scale is a pure
convention, a thing which exists only in the imagination.

No one " ^^^ system of scales, modes, and harmonic tissues

permanent does not rest solely upon unalterable natural laws,

but is at least partly the result of aesthetic prin-

ciples which have already changed, and will still further
change with the progressive development of humanity"
(Helmholtz, "The Sensation of Tone," chap. xii.). The in-

fluence of the modes re-entered music as imperceptibly as

the modes have been temporarily obliterated formerly by
the more modern diatonic scales. The arbitrary use of the
" Tierce de Picardie " chords, and such chords as that in the

24
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Mackenzie example, which Max Reger calls the "Dorian
Sixth," were perhaps the first steps in this direction.

Ex.49.

P 1
'>'

i\^ i r

MACKENZIE ;'The Bride"

r ^̂
=^=^

? f=

i

^

Amongst the many reasons which predisposed the modern
French composers towards modal ideas was the view of the
" relative " minor taken by their theorists, who hold that the

following is a much more closely related minor to C major
than A minor is :

—

Ex. 50.

I
';• r r r

^
^

Taking Tartini's downward origin of the minor common
chord,* they have reason on their side, but a glance at the

Example 51 will show that this scale is the old Phrygian

mode.
The so-called " Tonics " and " Dominants " appertaining to

the ancient Church use are here shown for the sake of com-

pleteness, although the modern composer is entirely unaffected

by them. This indifference leaves the ^olian identical with

the Hypo-Dorian, the Hypo-Mixolydian with the Dorian, the

Hypo-^olian with the Phrygian, whilst the Hypo-Lydian

coincides with our major scale.

It will be readily understood how composers became more
and more drawn to the mediaeval modes, for here, instead of

two scales in which to write, they have six, all differently

constructed. Moreover, the whole field of transposition is

* Vincent D'Indy, "Cours de Composition Musicale," != livre.
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Ex.61.

AUTHENTIC MODES/c
Dorian.

PLAGAL MODES.
Hypo-Dorian.

l9
*-

Phrygian.

I.). ,',—' ' ' *^ ^ Hypo-Phrygian.

Lydian.

S
Hypo-Lydian.

Mixolydian.

^;--'- ' '^"f

j^EoIian.

^ 'jr •

Hypo-Mixolydian.

^:. ^"> " '/T *
H

Hypo-/Eoliaa

equally applicable to them. We give the new scales as they
appear, starting from C

:

Ex.52. Dorian, Hjrpo-Dorian.

^l: -IT. . ^» ^^^
') . ;v*

Tb* l
^«

Phrygian. Hypo-Phrygiaa

Lydian.

^ I S
Mixolydian.

There are three ways in which modal influence comes into

modern music :

—

(a) The pure and exclusive use of the notes of the mode.
(6) Purely modal melody, with modern harmonic texture,
(c) The conveyance of a remote modal feeling in any way

whatsoever.

Few composers, however, use them entirely in the pure
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manner by drawing their harmonic exclusively from the notes
of the scale. Beethoven employs the Lydian thus

Modal ijse. ™^ *^® ^1°^ movement of the String Quartet in
A minor (Op. 132), whilst amongst modem com-

posers who have achieved this successfully may be mentioned
Count Alexis R^bikoff, Joseph Bonnet, Maurice Ravel, and
Otto Olsson. The latter has written an important set of
nineteen variations on the Dorian plain-song, "Ave Stella
Maris," which is played entirely on the white keys throughout.

BEETHOVEN,
String Quartet. Op.lSJ,

P
Ex.53.

Molto Adagio.^
p cresc.

f

f=T=T

^
f r

T r^

i
r

¥i

Ex.54
Andante sostenuto.

REBIKOFF,''Idylle heUenique?

J

Basso ostinato

Ex.65;
Andantino.

ELGAR,"Dream of GerontiusV

dim. _ pqco allarg:
_ ^
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Ex.58,
Allegretto.

MODERN HARMONY

J. BONNET," Matin Provenfal!'

Many of the Irish airs arranged by Stanford, and the

Russian folk-songs collected by Rimsky-KorsakofP, afford

splendid examples of what pure modal treatment should be.

Ravel has also followed on the same lines with his Greek airs

for voice and pianoforte.

Ex.57.
Allegretto.

(Voice)nxu
RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF, Russian Songs, N9 53.

(pt) PPrna^ m̂ ^TT)
r r ri,r

H
other instances of the pure modal use occur in the device

of "quotation," as in Harwood's Organ Sonata in C sharp

Quotation i^iiior, where the ancient song "Beata nobis guadia"
and is given with the pure modal harmony ; in his

Allusion.
« Requiem," where the " Requiem ^Eternam " is

quoted; whilst the "Dies Irse" is used with sardonic and
ironical purpose by Berlioz in his " Faust " and in the
" Symphonie Fantastique,' and for a pyschological reason by
Strauss in " Also sprach Zarathustra."

The instances in which a modal melody is treated with aU
the resources of the modern harmonic technique are multi-

tudinous. With Bach's wonderful treatment of

Use.'*'
chorales the melody itself frequently comes from
a period akin to the mode, whilst in such cases as

the " Song of the King of Thule " in Gounod's " Faust," we
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have a new and original melody founded on an old modal
scale. The Piern^ theme (Example 77) is interesting in this

direction. It might be heard as the upper tetrachord of the
Hypo-Phrygian mode, harmonized impressionistically.

The third method is more subtle—a matter of the spirit

rather than of the letter. Sometimes the mere use of a
succession of common chords in the root position

F^eUng. ^^^ evoke this remote mediaeval atmosphere ; at
other times it is merely a succession of a few

exactly equal chords borrowed from the " duodecuple

"

system (see Chapter IV.). With the Tschaikowsky extract
it is merely the complete avoidance of the " A " which endues
the passage with a certain awesome vagueness. Often it is

something subtler still— the splendidly equipped modern
temperament, with sympathetic gaze directed towards things
mediaeval, as in Walford Davies' setting of the old morality
play "Everyman." The prominence given to the D sharp
minor harmony in the Verdi extract gives it an unfamiliar
feeling. The Ravel "Pavane," although nominally in G, is

permeated nevertheless by some subtle modal colouring.

Mr. Felix Swinstead has caught the spirit very happily in

the first of his Seven Preludes for the Pianoforte.

Ex.58. Andante sostenuto,

CHOPIN, Nocturne in G minor, Op.37.

^m
lante sosienutq.^ . . |^-^ .

-et&r

Ex.59.

RUTLAND BOUGHTON,
"The skeleton in armour!'

Burstingthese prLsonbaJs, Up toils iia-tivestars,My soulP^^^^^^i
ft

(Chorus) m^
r

UA ijj i^jjj Ami
.'^y^ti ^ r r r-''"

'

'' T T-r ' ^^^i ^
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Ex.60.
Moderato.

ELGAR,"Gerontius!'

(Semi-Chor.)Noe from the waters in a sa-vinghome

Ex.61. Andante cantabile.

TSCHAIKOWSKY,
5th Symphony, Op.64.

(Vas.Ce B.)if f.
T T r r ^f-

VERDI,"Otello.'

Ex.63.
Assez douce, mais dune sonorite large,
J: 54 _^

fe m
M. RAVEL," Pavane pour une Infante defunte'.

im^§Wm m̂mm
(pf.)

m
'/'hu JT^ E '*fpri ^
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Other composers show the influence chiefly in their final

Modal cadences. The close of " Saul's Dream " in Parry's
Cadences. « King Saul," and the ending of Grieg's Pianoforte
Concerto, afford instances of this.

.Ex.64.
E.GRIEG,

Allegretto semplice.-^ Sigurd Jorsalfar, Suite. Op.56.^^
r

(Orch.)^ espress.

^
r

^ o

^ ^

poco rit.

77

Ex 65 Allegro vivace,

^'

PARRY, "King Saul."

Ex.66. Andante maestoso
GRIEG, Concerto in A minor, Op.16.

(Pf.) Jf

^^ m
ii±¥P

Pl^

(Orch.) yymarcatissimo
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Many of the effects of the modal use are common to the
" duodecuple " system, which is treated in the next chapter.

For there, as in the modes, we shall constantly meet un-
expected major and minor triads w^henever we find ourselves

temporarily lapsing into the diatonic major and minor ways
of listening.



CHAPTER VII

ALTERED NOTES AND ADDED NOTES

In the older method the chromatic scale is not a mode, but an
alteration of the m.ajor or minor scale, as the case may be.

_.j^ Thus the minor second is an inflected Supertonic,

Chromatic the augmented fourth a raised Subdominant, and

^'*m'^"°* ^^ ^^—that is, so far as chromatic notes and chords

go. In this fact lies the explanation of all the

chromatic harmony on the older lines. As a most convenient

method for analysis and explanation, there is much to recom-
mend it, for the simplest explanations are always preferable.

Nothing has called forth so much well-deserved wrath from
composers as the attempt of theorists to foist some subtle

explanation on to their chords.

If the theory of " altered notes " be allowed to run on one of

Four Appli- four paths, there is little which cannot be explained
cations, j^y i^_ ^ chordmayhave one or more chromatically

altered notes, and the four applications produce

—

(a) Passing chords resolved simply.

(6) Passing chords resolved freely.

(c) These chords attacked freely.

(d) "Escaped " notes or chords.

Those at (a) result from single passing notes, or from a com-
bination of two or more passing notes, and depend chiefly on
the tempo and relative accentuation as to whether they are
heard as chords or passing notes. In all probability nearly
all the new chords were discovered in this way. Certainly
this was the case with the early discord of the seventh.

The chords in the second class are approached as passing
notes or passing chords, and are quitted as chords on their
own responsibility.

The third class attacks these chords freely, and resolves
them according to an agreeable or significant leading of the
parts.

78



ALTERED NOTES AND ADDED NOTES 79

A fourth class neither prepares nor resolves them, and
under this category perhaps come the "escaped chords,"
those cleverly arranged strange "resultants" heard in the
more highly coloured harmonic web of Ravel and Florent
Schmidt, of Strauss and Stravinsky.

The first class—passing chords—need little explanation
beyond saying that in this and in all classes, any one, or all of

.
the notes, may be chromatically altered upwards or

Ch"rdf. downwards. As passing chords the upward inflec-

tions will resolve by rising, the lowered by falling
—that is, they will continue to move in their natural
course.

The fifth or the third (or both) of a common chord may
be thus treated. The same modifications may be meted out
to the chords of the seventh, of the ninth, eleventh, and
thirteenth.

Ex.164.

Table of
Altered Notes in Common Chords.

IV

S w
^^ s

:pip:

IV9 II lb
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Ex,165.

MODERN HARMONY

Altered Notes in Chords of 7tl»,etc.

^ri M k UA
W

m ^^ i\p\>o ^^w etc.

m M M 8l

P Z

The second class attacks these altered chords without
preparations, but siill resolves them in the most natural way
according to the original diatonic formation. It is note-

worthy that many of the characteristic chords of the aug-
mented triad, the diminished seventh and Neapohtan sixth,

the Dorian sixth chord, the so-called " minor thirteenth," etc.,

may be explained most simply thus :

—

Ex.166

All this leads iip to the modern practice of taking a chro-

matically altered chord, with or without preparation, and
resolving it freely. Once established, the altered chord
immediately " becomes of age," and acts " on its own rights."

As these rights are analyzed in detail in Chapter IX. on
Resolutions, a few examples will suffice here.
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I
1^ ^

^ -^-
TTT ^

Or the resolution may be suspended over a long chain of

apparently alien chords, the last of which resolves satis-

factorily.

Ex.167. X
Andante.

'-P
tf

^g-"""""

h"F-g-"

h\Ti^s^^h^ ''|

|^ y i ^% ''^y m 7

The " escaped " chords, which appear mostly in the chro-

matic forms, are dealt with in Chapter XII. They are neither

"prepared" nor "resolved" in the conventional

Chorcfs sense of the term, but are allow^ed to " evaporate."

They are not chords in themselves, but only

additions to the normal harmony.

Ex.168.

RAVEL, "Les grands vents

, venus d'outre-mer."
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The principle of adding notes to the simple chords is one
of the most ancient usages. The third inversion of the so-

Added called "chord of the eleventh" is thus accounted

Passing for, as its now more common designation, the "added
Notes, sixth," implies. These chords doubtless owe their

origin to sounding the principal note together with the

passing note, but they have now reached a stage of develop-

ment far distant from this simple beginning. The Beethoven

extract shows how these "added note" chords may have

been suggested through the pursuance of imitation, whilst

the two Wagner passages show clearly how some of the

newer chord-formations came into being.

Exil69.
Allegretto. (J=»8.)

A
^^-^ BEETHOVEN, 7th Symphoiy.

Ex.170. Rhine-Maidens-

%
•WAGNER,"Rheingold:'
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Ex.171.

Schnell

Alberich

WAGNER/'Rheingold."
(Min.F.S.p.95.)

V-AJippi Jip P i Mw <l ^^
mighty, lash me to mad.ness.

W.W.&Hns.

P
J' W ^

They are not always prepared for in this way, and may
resolve with the natural or the freer progressions ; or they

may form part of a purely fo'mbre-creating comhination, and
merely " evaporate," as is the case with the " escaped chords.'

Ex.172.

Con molto sonnolente.

fmm
MAC-DOWELL,
"To a waterlily."

' (Scheme)

(K.)

f

m
§

^A
m

pp % ^.

Ex.173.

ft

KARG-ELERT,
Pastel. Op.92,N93.

Grave. '^

a=3
Ff Z?!

TriPedali
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Many passages in Strauss and Reger seem to prove that a
Dominant or a Tonic may be added to any combination in the
key, and the device of adding to the piquancy, or increasing

the colour of chords by altering or adding notes, is novsr

very common. In this connection the transformation of
Wagner's " Rheingold " themes are particularly interesting.

Ex.174. STRAUSS,
"Till Eulenspiegel."

|Mit »vfP'
(QTCb.)Jf

''^'\>^_h^'^ym
8

Ex.175

Allegro leggiero,

J.HOLBROOKE,
"Acrobats'.'Op.2,N9l

Ex.176.

Modere,tres franc. J=i76.

RAVEL,"Valse Nobles'.' N9 1.

(Scheme)
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Ex.177.
Andante.

LANDON RONALD,
Pensee Musicale.

^. *^. ">^«-

Ex.178.

^feh^M
\ \
n,\f^

WAGNER, Gotterdammerung,'

^iViitg|r
l
! i

(gi|
|
^»>i5g|rp^if

Further, these "added note" chords may be subject to

Th Ch d
cliroDi^tic alterations, partial or total ; and this is

of the frequently a more effective way of dealing with

^"l^th
'*"* the five forms of the "augmented sixth " chords than

the " tonal " explanation, as the combinations at (d)

and (/) cannot be called " tonal " chords.

EX.17S. -

a) b) c) d) -e) f)

l^
fe-ti ^'hin[^>?.

II
i.?>^^^

ifif:g i

J
(Scheme)

o-
a 'Ti

II
Fi- 1 i,g. II

?.. i=^i^=tBSE

Chromatic alterations may be applied also to the newer
chords formed by fourths and fifths, equal or unequal, and
also to the " mixed " structures ; and the device of appoggia-

turas is applied to these chords quite as freely as to the

simple and diatonic forms. More fundamentally still, this

practice of chromatic alteration may be applied to those
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diatonic structures of thirds for chord and scale-formation

which are used by the ultra-raodern composers in the
" harmonic studies " mentioned in Chapter XI.

Owing to the enharmonic nature of the equal tempera-

mental tuning, the alteration is frequently something more

^^ subtle than all this, and consists in the alteration

Enharmonic of the vicw taken of it by the addition and sub-
^'®^- stitution of extra notes, which put the chord into

a different context. We cannot ignore the enharmonic view,

as otherwise the theory and practice of all chords constructed

on a system of perfectly equal intervals works round in a
vicious circle. The equal system produces many interesting

results, but the use of the discoveries on the " reflection

"

lines in reality entails the annihilation of all the processes

of chord inversion. The enharmonic method alone supplies

the outlet. It is applicable to all equal chords—diminished
sevenths, augmented triads, perfect fourth chords, perfect

fifths, and the " tonal " formations.

A hitherto unsuspected advantage has been taken of the
chameleon-like nature of these equally divided chords. What-
ever the notation of the chord of the diminished seventh may
be, composers of the Strauss, Schonberg, and Stravinsky
order claim the right of changing any of the four supposed
" generators " at wiU. They apparently waive aside aU tem-
peramental questions, evidently accepting the equal tuning
as being sufficiently near to the natural series. The device
produces some startling treatments of the "minor ninth"
formation :

—

Ex.180.
(Enharmony.) thus

3E
>c\ \>o
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Does the mind view the sustained chord kaleidoscopically,

or accept the equal tuning once and for all? The recent
return by Strauss and others to the Dominant generator
theory for this chord, supplying possible generators in succes-
sion, tests this theoryalmost to breaking-point.
In the " prepared " manner the sounding of the various roots

in the bass is somewhat analogous to the method used with

,
the sounding of simple " escaped " notes in the upper

Harmony.* register. But they are taken unprepared and in a
connected manner in Arnold Schonberg's com-

positions. The sequential progression of the bass in minor
thirds (or augmented seconds) is of common occurrence in

Wagner, Strauss, and Bantock, and belongs to the duodecuple

or " twelve-note " scale technique, but the following treatment

is somewhat novel :

—

Ex.181,

Poco lento

PP

The arpeggio treatment is almost revolutionary, and the

passing-note system may be constructed on four distinct

scales, thus :

—
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Ex.183.

Ex.t84.

The older practice admitted the chromatic alteration of a
chain of passing notes either singly or doubly in the following
manner :

—

Ex.185

Alteration

(Scheme)

f»f#^m
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The modern composers "touch up" their passages by
chromatic alterations in any way which suits their fancy (see

Examples 134, 135, and 136).

In applying all the alterations and additions, with the
exception of the " enharmony " practices, the original chord
formation or the foundation diatonic scheme should always
be borne in mind, the main objects of all these devices being

the securing either of increased variety and power in modula-
tion, or of ever richer harmonic colouring.












